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Energies and hyperfine splittings of the 7D levels of atomic francium
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~Received 5 May 2000; published 12 October 2000!

We report optical double-resonance spectroscopy to locate and study the 7D3/2 and 7D5/2 levels of a sample
of 210Fr atoms confined and cooled in a magneto-optical trap. The upper state of the 7P3/2 trapping transition
serves as the resonant intermediate level to reach the 7D states. The energy difference to the ground state is
measured for the accessible levels. We measure the hyperfine splittings:D(7D3/2,F515/2↔13/2)5167
64 MHz, D(7D5/2,F517/2↔15/2)52117.562.5 MHz, andD(7D5/2,F515/2↔13/2)5212164 MHz.
Extrapolating the energies of the inaccessible hyperfine levels from the hyperfine constants and assuming
B(7D3/2)50, the center-of-gravity energy difference to the ground state isE(7D3/2)524 244.831
60.003 cm21 andE(7D5/2)524 333.29860.003 cm21.

PACS number~s!: 32.30.2r, 32.10.Fn, 32.80.Pj, 32.70.Jz
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I. INTRODUCTION

The theoretical and experimental understanding of
low-lying S andP electronic states of francium is beginnin
to reach a level comparable to that of the other alkali-me
atoms@1–4#. Their energies, dipole matrix elements and h
perfine constants show that the heaviest alkali, even thou
is radioactive, is subject to quantitative analysis that make
a very promising candidate for precision measurement t
of fundamental symmetries in nature@5#. To further increase
our understanding of this atom, the low-lyingD states have
to enter the picture. The very different angular moment
properties of these states add some additional complicat
to the quantitative understanding of the simplest of the he
elements.

Optical double resonance is a well-established tool of
ser spectroscopy@6#. It allows the study of an excited stat
through an intermediate, well-characterized one. The de
opment of laser trapping and cooling techniques opened
ther its applicability. The magneto-optical trap~MOT! @7#
operates in a regime where some population is in the up
state, making it an ideal intermediate state for optical doub
resonance studies@8–11#.

Francium is a short-lived radioactive alkali that we a
able to study now thanks to laser trapping and cooling te
niques@12#. The number of atoms captured in a MOT a
cooled to a fraction of a mK is enough for optical doub
resonance spectroscopy. In this paper, we present the
tion of the second excited state in theD series, the 7D state
of 210Fr, and a measurement of its hyperfine splitting.
find the state, we use a semi-empirical approach based o
extrapolation of a quantum defect fit~QDF! of the previously
measured high-lying states of thenD series@13#.

Since the trapping laser is intense, the upper state of
cycling transition has a significant ac Stark splitting~Autler-
Townes!. We resolve this line splitting intrinsic to the coo
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ing process and study in a simplified model its influence
the precision of our measurements. We have to rely on s
models to study many of the possible systematic effe
present in the optical double resonance in a MOT since
do not have the possibility to study them directly, given t
availability of Fr.

The following section of the paper describes the trapp
of Fr and experimental techniques of exciting and detect
the 7D states. Section III relatesab initio and semi-empirical
calculations of the energies of the 7D states; it also describe
numerical modeling of the Autler-Townes splitting of th
transition. Section IV describes the measurements of the
perfine structure of the 7D states and studies of the differe
contributions to the measurement uncertainty. We report
results of the measurements of the hyperfine splittings,
energies, and the fine structure in Sec. V. The conclusi
are presented in Sec. VI. The Appendix describes how
detuning frequency of the trap laser may be obtained fr
the observed Autler-Townes splittings.

II. TRAPPING FR AND EXCITATION OF THE 7 D
LEVELS

A. MOT and probe operation

The operation of the magneto-optical trap~MOT! for Fr
has been described previously@14#. Briefly, to make210Fr, a
100-MeV beam of18O ions from the Stony Brook supercon
ducting linear accelerator impinges on a gold target. We
tract '13106 francium ions/s out of the gold and transpo
them about 1 m to a hotyttrium neutralizer. From here, th
neutral atoms enter a dry-film coated glass cell where t
are cooled and trapped in the MOT with 103– 104 atoms
captured in steady state. Each of the six intersecting M
beams has a 1/e2 ~power! diameter of 4 cm and a typica
power of 50 mW. The field gradient is 6 G/cm. The tra
operates on-line in the target room of the accelerator, and
remotely control the experiment.

Figure 1 shows the energy levels of210Fr relevant for
trapping and spectroscopy. A Coherent 899-21 titaniu
sapphire laser operating at 718 nm excites the trapping
cooling transition 7S1/2, F513/2→ 7P3/2, F515/2 (t

Y
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J. M. GROSSMANet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 052507
521 ns @15#!. An EOSI 2010 diode laser at 817 nm
repumps any atoms that leak out of the cooling cycle via
7S1/2, F511/2→7P1/2, F513/2 transition. The lack of an
absolute frequency reference to the atomic resonances
prevents us from knowing the laser detunings for opera
the trap. We present in the Appendix an indirect measu
ment of the trap laser detuning. A computer-controlled sc
ning Fabry-Perot cavity monitors and holds the long-te
frequencies of both the trap laser and the repumper@16#. A
charge-coupled-device camera monitors the trap fluo
cence.

We use two-photon excitation to probe the 7D levels. The
resonant intermediate level is the upper state of the trap
transition 7P3/2, F515/2. A second Coherent 899-2
titanium-sapphire laser operating at 969 nm or 961 nm
cites the transition from the intermediate level to the 7D3/2 or
7D5/2 levels, respectively. Only the upper two hyperfine le
els (F513/2,15/2) of the 7D3/2 state and theF513/2,15/2,
and 17/2 levels of the 7D5/2 state are accessible from th
intermediate level.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the experiment.
Burleigh WA-1500 wavemeter measures the frequencie
all three lasers. We calibrate this instrument in absol
terms against known transitions in Rb@17#. We correct for
any deviation of the readings from the Rb transition frequ
cies, even though the largest deviation (231023 cm21) was
within the precision (231023 cm21) of the wavemeter. In
contrast to some of our previous work~for example,@18#!,
we do not have access to calibrated lines in the iodine s
trum near 960 nm to which to calibrate the wavemeter.

B. Methods of detection

There are several constraints in our particular experim
that require careful attention to optimize the signal-to-no
ratio for our results. Our detection channel is always fluor
cence. In some cases it is at a different wavelength from

FIG. 1. Energy levels and transitions in210Fr. Only the ground-
state hyperfine splitting is shown.
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of the excitation, in which case we discriminate it from th
excitation with an interference filter. In other cases, beca
it is at the same wavelength, we cannot discriminate it fr
the excitation by color, so we do so by timing.

When we have a well-differentiated wavelength to dete
we perform continuous wave excitation and look for res
nances using photon counting techniques. This is the cas
the study of the 7D3/2 state that can emit a 7D3/2→7P1/2
fluorescence photon at 833 nm that is detected and discr
nated~see Fig. 1 for the relevant energy levels!. Our main
source of background is scattered light from the MOT lase
so we reduce the aperture of the detector optical system
decrease it. At this wavelength and with the narrow-ba
interference filter~2 nm!, the contribution from the black-
body radiation emitted by the yttrium neutralizer at 1000
is negligible. The interference filter also blocks the 817-n
light scattered off the glass cell. A Hamamatsu R636-10 p
tomultiplier tube~PMT! operating in photon counting mod
detects the 833-nm fluorescence of the decay.

Because the 7D5/2 level does not decay to the 7P1/2 level,
we use a different detection technique. Two casca
Gsänger LM0202 electro-optic modulators~EOMs! extin-
guish the excitation laser, and we look for the fluorescenc
a time window after the extinction of the light. A
Hamamatsu R2658P PMT operating in photon count
mode with appropriate interference filters detects the 961
fluorescence of the decay from the 7D5/2→7P3/2 level. How-
ever, the quantum efficiency of this PMT ('0.3% at 961
nm! is more than an order of magnitude worse than that
the R636-10 ('7% at 833 nm!. At this wavelength, scat-
tered blackbody radiation from sources such as the nea
hot neutralizer cannot be completely excluded.

Another method of detection of an atomic resonance
the fluorescence decrease of the trapping transition when
some atoms absorb other radiation@8#. We have used this
reduction in the signal for the initial detection of the 7D5/2
level, but it has a poor signal-to-noise ratio.

III. THEORY

A. Quantum-defect fit „QDF…

The ab initio many-body perturbation calculations b
Dzuba et al. @3# of the ionization energy of the 7D3/2 and

FIG. 2. Block diagram of experiment.
7-2
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ENERGIES AND HYPERFINE SPLITTINGS OF THE 7D . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 052507
7D5/2 states have an expected uncertainty of a few tenth
a percent. A search of even 0.1% or 16 cm21 would be
difficult, so we use a quantum-defect fit to the other m
suredD states as a guide. Previous experiments in Fr@18,19#
show that QDF gives predictions accurate to better t
1 cm21. The energies of the series ofnDJ (J53/2,5/2)
levels of francium can be represented by the Rydberg se

E~nDJ!5Eion2
RM

neff
2

, ~1!

where Eion is the ionization energy of the ground stat
E(nDJ) is the energy of thenDJ level measured from the
ground state, andRM is the reduced mass Rydberg consta
Equation~1! assigns an effective quantum numberneff , to
the known franciumnDJ levels. We use an iterative algo
rithm to fit the quantum-defect parametersd0 , d2 d4 , and
d6 to the previously measured energies in the series usi

neff5n2d

5n2S d01
d2

~n2d!2
1

d4

~n2d!4
1

d6

~n2d!6
1••• D ,

~2!

whered is the quantum defect. We use the energies of
nDJ (n58, . . .,20) states previously measured in212Fr by
Arnold et al. @13# to predict the location of the 7DJ states in
210Fr, taking into account the isotope shift of the grou
state@20#. Since the density ofd electrons at the nucleus i
negligible, we neglect the isotope shift of theD states. Figure
3 shows the quantum-defect fit for thenD3/2 series. Further-
more, once the energy of one of the 7D states has bee
measured, a second prediction for the remaining level ca
obtained from the empirical formula for the fine-structu
splittingsDEfine(n) of series states

FIG. 3. Quantum-defect fit to thenD3/2 series using experimen
tal data from Ref.@13#.
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DEfine~n!5aneff
231bneff

25, ~3!

wherea andb are constants.neff is given in Eq.~1!, but it is
calculated using the center of gravity of thenD series instead
of a specificnDJ series. This formula has been shown
hold in earlier studies on Rydberg series in He, Na, and
@21#.

B. The Autler-Townes effect

In an idealized three-level atom, in the limit of a stron
trap laser and a weak probe laser, the probe transition is
and shifted by@22#

DEAT

\
52

d trap

2
6

Ad trap
2 1V trap

2

2
, ~4!

where d trap and V trap are the trap laser detuning and Ra
frequency, respectively. To lowest order, as given by Eq.~4!,
the average of the peak centers of the two peaks of an Au
Townes doublet should give the unsplit line center shifted
d trap. To obtain an estimate of higher-order effects th
those described by Eq.~4!, we perform numerical calcula
tions using~four1two!-level optical Bloch equations, fol-
lowing the treatments given in Refs.@23,24#. This model
suffices to give a qualitative picture of the Autler-Town
effect in two-photon transitions to different hyperfine leve
For a quantitative comparison with the data, we would ne
a more complete description that includes each hyper
level’s 2F11 magnetic sublevels and their statistic
weights. As the atoms occupy a volume of'1 mm3, these
sublevels are in turn perturbed by the inhomogeneous~6-
G/cm gradient! magnetic field of the MOT and by the spa
tially varying intensity and polarization of the light field.

In the optical Bloch equation calculations, the four ma
levels are the upper ground state (7S1/2, F513/2), the in-
termediate state (7P3/2, F515/2), and the two accessibl
hyperfine states of the 7D3/2 level (7D3/2, F513/2 andF
515/2). We also include two additional levels to account
decays via the 7P1/2 levels and for off-resonant excitation t
the wrong hyperfine level of the 7P3/2 state and subsequen
decay to the lower ground state. The optical Bloch equati
describe the evolution of the density matrixr that gives the
atomic level populations and coherences in the laser fi
The equations may be simplified by introducing the slow
varying quantitysnm such that

rnm~ t !5snm~ t !exp~2 ivnm
0 t !, ~5!

wherevnm
0 5(En2Em)/\ is the transition angular frequenc

andn andm refer to the levels involved in the transition. I
the steady state, the optical Bloch equations are then

(
k

~gknskk2gnksnn!1
i

2 (
k

~Vnkskn2snkVkn!

50 for n5m,
7-3
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~ idnm2Gnm!snm1
i

2 (
k

~Vnkskm2snkVkm!

50 for nÞm, ~6!

where dnm and Vnm are the laser detuning and Rabi fr
quency for the transition from leveln to m, andgnm is the
radiative decay rate from leveln to m. The damping rate of
off-diagonal terms is

Gnm5
1

2 (
k

~gnk1gmk!. ~7!

We neglect dephasing due to processes such as collis
Equations 6 describe a 363 36 matrix for our~412!-level
system. Figure 4 shows a spectrum calculated this way
parameters similar to those of the experiment~see the Ap-
pendix!. The ratio of the Rabi frequencies of the transitio
to the two 7D hyperfine levels is the ratio of their statistic
weights, as given by the number of sublevels and as
served in the relative resonance peak amplitudes in the m
sured fluorescence.

In our calculations, the Autler-Townes splitting decreas
with increasing probe power. In the weak probe regim
however, the effect is too small (,100 kHz) to be resolved
in our experiment. As a function of probe power, our calc
lations also show a small shift in the line center of each s
transition as obtained from a fit of the Autler-Townes do
blet line shape. This shift arises because the 7P3/2↔7DJ
excitation and decay cycle is not closed. For detunings
which more atoms are excited from the 7P3/2 to the 7DJ
level, atoms are depleted from the trapping cycle and join
upper cycle. Additionally, excitation to the 7DJ and subse-
quent decay may optically pump atoms to the lower grou
state@8#. The change in the population available to make
7P3/2↔7DJ transition as the laser scans across resona

FIG. 4. Numerical solution of the four-level optical Bloch equ
tions that model the fluorescence from the upper two hyper
levels of the 7D3/2 level as a function of probe laser detuning. T
reference for the detuning is a frequency halfway between the
unshifted transitions to accessible 7D3/2 hyperfine states.t(7P3/2)
5 21 ns, t(7D3/2) 5 73.6 ns, d trap(7S1/2→7P3/2)/(2p)
5231.7 MHz, V trap(7S1/2→7P3/2)/(2p) 5 15 MHz,
Vprobe(7P3/2→7D3/2, F513/2)/(2p)57/8 MHz, and
Vprobe(7P3/2→7D3/2, F515/2)/(2p) 5 1 MHz.
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causes an apparent shift in the line center. Because this
is different for each hyperfine level, it affects measureme
of the hyperfine splittings. Like the dependence of the sp
ting on the probe power, the shift of the line center is t
small in the weak probe regime to be resolved in this exp
ment ~see Fig. 5!. Even though our calculations show th
these effects are small, we do search for any systematic
fect they may have on our measurements, as describe
Sec. IV B.

IV. MEASUREMENT OF THE HYPERFINE STRUCTURE

A. Hyperfine splittings

The experimental measurements of the location of the
ergy levels and their hyperfine splittings are simultaneo
Our sample of atoms is very cold~less than a few hundred
mK) with negligible Doppler broadening, so although th
hyperfine splittings are of the order of 100 MHz they a
resolvable. To increase our frequency resolution, a New
cus 4002 EOM applies 60-MHz or 100-MHz radio
frequency~RF! sidebands to the probe laser, with the appli

FIG. 6. Scan of the 7D3/2 state~without RF sidebands!. The F
513/2 andF515/2 hyperfine levels are indicated. The transition
each hyperfine level is further split by the Autler-Townes effect d
to the strong trap laser.

e

o

FIG. 5. Numerical optical Bloch equation calculation of the sh
in the apparent value of the hyperfine splittingD(7D3/2,F
515/2↔13/2) using line centers obtained by averaging fitted c
ters of Autler-Townes peaks.
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TABLE I. Error budget for measurements of the hyperfine splittings~HFS!.

D(7D3/2,F515/2↔13/2) D(7D5/2,F517/2↔15/2) D(7D5/2,F515/2↔13/2)
HFS ~MHz! 167 117.5 121

Error ~MHz! % ~MHz! % ~MHz! %

Statistical 3.9 2.34% 2.3 2.0% 4.1 3.4%
Peak center fitting 0.01 ,0.01% 0.5 0.4% 1.0 0.8%
Zeeman 0.6 0.36% 0.7 0.6% 0.8 0.7%
Pprobe,Ptrap,d trap ,0.01 ,0.01%
correlation withA-T ,0.01 ,0.01%
trap depletion ,0.01 ,0.01%
Total 4.0 2.4% 2.5 2.1% 4.3 3.4%
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frequency stable to better than 1 part in 106. The RF side-
bands serve as anin situ calibrated meter for the frequenc
scale of the laser scan.

Figure 6 shows a scan of the 7D3/2 level. The hyperfine
levels are indicated on the scan. Only two hyperfine level
the 7D3/2 state and three levels of the 7D5/2 state are acces
sible. We identify the components of the spectrum by co
paring their relative intensities with the transition lin
strengths. The hyperfine structure of the 7D5/2 state is in-
verted, as is typical of theD5/2 states of the other alkali
~@9,10#, for example!. The transition to each hyperfine lev
is further split by the Autler-Townes effect due to the pre
ence of the strong trap laser.

The shift of a hyperfine level of total angular momentu
quantum numberF is given by

DEhf

\
5A

K

2
1B

3K~K11!24I ~ I 11!J~J11!

8I ~2I 21!J~2J21!
, ~8!

where K5F(F11)2I (I 11)2J(J11) with I as the
nuclear spin.

For scans of the 7D5/2 state, we take the line center to b
the average of the Autler-Townes peak centers, as discu
in the previous section. The signal-to-noise ratio of the
scans is such that this approximation suffices. For scan
the 7D3/2 hyperfine structure, several systematics were tes
to measure deviations from this simple model. For th
measurements, the probe laser was attenuated to inten
,4 mW/cm2 with most measurements usin
'0.5 mW/cm2. For an ideal two-level atom, the saturatio
intensity for this transition is I sat(7P3/2→7D3/2)
05250
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53.1 mW/cm2. Including the magnetic sublevels of the u
per and lower state increasesI sat, as demonstrated by Dinee
et al. @25#.

B. Systematic studies

The main limitations on the signal to noise of the las
scans were the quantum efficiency of the PMTs and ba
ground light from the hot neutralizer and the other lase
These effects were greatest for the 7D5/2 level scans. Refer
to Table I for the error budget for the measurements of
hyperfine splittings. The RF sidebands allow us to check t
there is no measurable nonlinearity to the probe laser sc

As discussed in Sec. IV A, while the probe-laser sca
through resonance atoms may be depleted from the trap
cycle and enter the probe cycle. Some of these atoms sta
the trap volume, while others leave the trap volume a
consequently, the probe interaction region. Both of th
changes in the population of atoms interacting with the pro
laser as its frequency scans can shift the apparent line ce
of the probed transition. To avoid this, a weak probe is u
and the trapping cycle fluorescence is monitored so tha
does not decrease by more than 20%. We also make an e
number of scans with increasing frequency and decrea
frequency to average out possible asymmetries due to
depletion. We check that no correlations of the Autle
Townes splitting with probe power are found, indicating th
the weak probe and strong trap laser limit is appropria
Furthermore, no correlations are found between the m
sured hyperfine splitting and the probe power, the trap la
power, the trap laser detuning, the Autler-Townes splittin
or the direction of the probe scan.
utions
l.
TABLE II. Comparison of measured and predicted hyperfine constants. Structural radiation contrib
have not been included in the calculations of Ref.@26#. For theD states these contributions are not smal

Source A(7D3/2) ~MHz! A(7D5/2) ~MHz! B(7D5/2) ~MHz!

This work 22.3„5… a À17.8„8… 64„17…
Ref. @26# ~MBPT! 11.3~3! -19.5~5!

Ref. @27# ~MBPT! 24.8 -12.8

aAssumingB(7D3/2)50.
7-5
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An imbalance of the trapping beams can push the trap
atoms to a point of nonzero magnetic field. Optical pump
to an average population occupation of a magnetic subl
mFÞ0 can cause a shift of a resonance that depends oF.
We place an upper limit on this shift by considering a d
placement of one trap diameter and complete population
cupation of the magnetic sublevels that cause the grea
change in the hyperfine splitting~yet can be reached from
common intermediate state!. In this case, theD(7D3/2, F
515/2↔13/2) splitting is shifted by 0.6 MHz,D(7D5/2, F
517/2↔15/2) by 0.7 MHz, andD(7D5/2, F515/2↔13/2)
by 0.8 MHz. The observed symmetry of the transition li
shapes indicates that neither a pathological Zeeman shif
depletion of the trap seem to contribute significantly to
measured line centers.

V. RESULTS

A. Hyperfine splittings

The predominant error is statistical with a small contrib
tion from fitting error and systematics. The final measu
values of the hyperfine splitting areD(7D3/2, F
515/2↔13/2)516764 MHz, D(7D5/2, F517/2↔15/2)
52117.562.5 MHz, and D(7D5/2, F515/2↔13/2)
5212164 MHz. Since only the upper two hyperfine lev
els of the 7D3/2 state are accessible, only one hyperfine
teraction constant can be obtained. We assume no qua

TABLE III. Energy from accessible hyperfine levels to th
ground-state center of gravity.

State E (cm21)

7D3/2,F515/2 24 244.838~4!

7D3/2,F513/2 24 244.832~4!

7D5/2,F517/2 24 333.291~4!

7D5/2,F515/2 24 333.294~4!

7D5/2,F513/2 24 333.298~4!
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pole term in Eq.~8!: B(7D3/2)50. With this assumption, the
hyperfine constants are A(7D3/2)522.360.5 MHz,
A(7D5/2)5217.060.8 MHz, and B(7D5/2)564
617 MHz. Altering A(7D3/2) by one standard deviation
~0.5 MHz! requiresB(7D3/2)56 MHz. This value is not a
limit on the size ofB(7D3/2); we provide it to illustrate the
sensitivity of A(7D3/2) to B(7D3/2). Again for illustrative
purposes only, if we assume thatB(7D3/2)564 MHz @as
large asB(7D5/2)] then we obtainA(7D3/2)517 MHz.
Table II compares the hyperfine constants we obtain w
those predicted in Refs.@26,27#. The calculations of Ref.
@26# do not include contributions from structural radiatio
which can be significant for theD states.

B. Energy

Using the known hyperfine splitting of the 7S1/2 ground
state (46 768.262.6 MHz) @20# and the wavelengths of th
trap laser (13 923.381 cm21) and probe laser, as measure
by the wavemeter, we ascertain the difference from the
cessible 7DJ hyperfine states to the ground-state center
gravity. Table III lists these energies. We use the hyperfi
constants to extrapolate the energies of the inaccessible
perfine levels. As discussed above, we assume
B(7D3/2)50. From the measured and extrapolated hyperfi
splittings we determine the center-of-gravity energy diffe
ence to the ground stateE(7DJ). The largest error come
from the precision of the wavemeter measurement of the
and probe laser wavelengths. The wavelengths are meas
independently so we add the individual error (0.002 cm21)
in quadrature to obtain 0.003 cm21. Additional error con-
siderations include uncertainties due to the effects discus
in measuring the hyperfine splittings, uncertainties in
ground-state hyperfine structure (0.0001 cm21), and the
statistical error (0.0003 cm21). Table IV compares our
measured values withab initio and semi-empirical predic
tions.

The lowest-lying members of thenDJ series, the 6DJ
levels, have not yet been observed. We repeat the quan
state

ctions,
e
ical
y, the
ten-
TABLE IV. Comparison of measured and predicted center-of-gravity energy difference to ground
using measured and extrapolated hyperfine splittings and assumingB(7D3/2)50. Theab initio many-body
perturbation theory~MBPT! calculations of Ref.@28# include second-order correlations. Reference@3# in-
cludes higher-order correlations: screening of the electron-electron interactions, particle-hole intera
and iterations of the self-energy operator. The calculations of Ref.@27# include single, double, and som
triple excitations. Values in Ref.@29# and the last two rows of the table are obtained from semi-empir
quantum-defect fits~QDF!. To compare each of the theoretical energies with the measured energ
calculated removal energy of the 7DJ state is subtracted from the experimentally obtained ionization po
tial @13#.

Source E(7D3/2) (cm21) E(7D5/2) (cm21)

This work 24 244.831„4… 24 333.298„4…
Ref. @28# ~MBPT! 24 235~120! 24 325~120!
Ref. @3# ~MBPT! 24186 24275
Ref. @27# ~MBPT! 24253 24343
Ref. @29# ~second order QDF! 24 244.03~3! 24 332.93~3!

Second-order QDF, usingd from @13# 24 244.070 24 332.766
Third-order QDF, usingE(nDJ) from @13# 24 244.303 24 334.211
7-6
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TABLE V. Comparison of measured and predicted values for the 7D fine-structure interval. See th
caption of Table IV for a brief description of the different predictions. The last row is the result
third-order quantum-defect fit using Eq.~3! and the center-of-gravity energies from Ref.@13#.

Source DEf ine(7D) (cm21)

This work 88.467„4…
Ref. @28# ~MBPT! 90
Ref. @3# ~MBPT! 89
Ref. @27# ~MBPT! 90
Ref. @29# ~second-order QDF! 88.90
Second-order QDF, usingd from @13# 88.696
Third-order QDF, usingE(nDJ) from @13# 89.908
Third-order fine structure QDF 88.775
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defect fits of thenDJ series including the 7DJ energies to
calculate the energies of the 6DJ levels. Using the same
approach in theS series guided us very well to the locatio
of the 8S state@18,19#. The predicted center-of-gravity en
ergy differences to the ground state are 16 26569 cm21 and
16 45369 cm21 for the 6D3/2 and 6D5/2 levels, respec-
tively.

C. Fine structure

The fine-structure splitting of the 7D states is 88.467
60.004 cm21. This lies within one percent of theab initio
prediction of 89 cm21 by Dzubaet al. @3# and within 1.5%
of the calculations of Safronova and Johnson@27#. Table V
compares the measured fine structure with calculated va
@3,27–29#. In the D states of all other alkalis except Li th
fine structure is inverted@30#. Although this trend is reverse
here, the mechanism that causes this inversion in the o
alkalis and also causes the inverted hyperfine structure o
nD5/2 states, namely, electron correlations, is the domin
contribution to the fine-structure splitting of the 7D states in
Fr @31#. In one model of these correlations, the largest c
tribution arises when the valenced electron attracts a cor
electron such as a 6p or 6s electron with spin parallel to the
7d electron.~Inner-shellp ands electrons also participate t
a lesser degree.! This leaves a net density of core electro
near the nucleus with opposite spin. Their spin-orbit and
pole hyperfine interactions are opposite in sign relative to
valence electron. If the magnitude of this indirect contrib
tion is larger than the direct contribution from the 7d elec-
tron, it can invert the sign of the interaction. An equivale
model relies on configuration mixing between the 7D states
andD states created by double excitation of the valence e
tron to ad state and a core 6p electron to the 7p state.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have used optical double-resonance spectroscopy
cold sample of trapped Fr atoms to find the location of
7D states. We extract fine and hyperfine splittings from o
spectroscopic studies.

These new measurements of theD levels invite new cal-
culations of francium’s atomic and nuclear structure. Th
are particularly important since these levels present an in
05250
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e
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esting alternative for a parity nonconservation measurem
@32#. They have a completely different series of systema
problems compared to those of the first excitedS state@33#.
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APPENDIX: AUTLER-TOWNES SPLITTING AND THE
TRAP DETUNING

Because Fr has no stable isotopes, there is no refer
transition with which to lock the trap laser. Instead, the tr
laser is tuned to maximize fluorescence from the trap

FIG. 7. Autler-Townes splitting of the transitions to the 7D3/2,
F515/2,13/2 levels plotted vs. total trap laser power. The curve
the best fit to Eq.~A2!, yielding d trap5231.7 6 1.8 MHz and
V trap5ACPtrap 515.8 6 3.4 MHz for the normal trap operating
conditions of 520 mW and a detuning that maximizes the trap fl
rescence. The hollow data point is the result of measurements t
after the trap optics were realigned, so the constant of proport
ality C may be different. The signal-to-noise ratio for the measu
ments was also much worse than for the other data. The point
included in the fit, however. Omitting it does not change the
significantly:d5232.261.5 MHz andV trap512.663.8 MHz.
7-7
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then locked using a computer-controlled scanning Fab
Perot cavity. The presence of the Autler-Townes splittin
appearing in two-photon excitation of the 7D levels allows
us to determined trap. From Eq.~4!, the Autler-Townes split-
tings V8 should be given by

V85AV trap
2 1d trap

2 . ~A1!

The Rabi frequencyV trap is proportional to the amplitude o
the electric field of the laser. Thus,V trap

2 is proportional to
the trap laser powerPtrap through a constantC. Fitting the
measured Autler-Townes splittings at different trap la
ao

ia

ev

ys

R

,

.

.

ki,

tt

ci

.
.

the

dt,

D

D

05250
-
s

r

powers to

V85ACPtrap1d trap
2 ~A2!

gives d trap5231.761.8 MHz and V trap5ACPtrap515.8
63.4 MHz for the normal trap operating conditions of 52
mW ~See Fig. 7!. Fitting the Autler-Townes splittings at dif
ferent trap detunings to Eq.~A1! with V trap fixed at 15.8
MHz givesd trap5230.960.9 MHz at normal trap operating
conditions. Combining the results yieldsd trap5231.1
60.6 MHz. To test the validity of the results, we indepe
dently determineV trap. We measure the intensity profil
of the trapping beams and calculate the average inten
over the volume of the trap. Using a saturation intens
I sat(7S1/2→7P3/2)57 mW/cm2 @34#, we find V trap
516.2 MHz, confirming the fits.
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